Drew Jensen’s Vanity Music Packet
Note to potential players, readers, scorekeepers, etc.:
This is a vanity packet. In this packet there may be questions on things that you have never heard of
before, bonuses going back and forth between bagels and easy 30’s, and more. The questions probably
won’t even be good. This set has barely been edited and playtested, if at all. I just want to make sure we
have this understanding before you play, and that you don’t get too mad at me.

Tossups
1. In the US, this song was featured as the B-side to the single “You Make Loving Fun.” The
singer of this song claims that “Rulers make bad lovers, you’d better put your kingdom up
for sale.” The take of this song that was used for the album it appears on was performed at
4 a.m., and includes the sounds of shattering glass, as well as a dobro* and sitar. The singer
encourages the title figure to “Rock on” and “Take your silver spoon, and dig your grave.” For 10
points, name this Fleetwood Mac song, where the title figure “Make you cry, make you break
down,” and “shatter your illusions of love.”
“Gold Dust Woman”
2. In a song off of this album, the singer encounters “A man with a broken back,” who “had a
fear in his eyes” that the singer could understand. In another track off this album,
“Strangest Thing,” the singer claims they recognize every face, but don’t have everything
they need. Several songs on this album recount the singer’s experiences with his brother
while growing up. One such instance occurs on the track* “Nothing to Find,” which claims
“you played my brother like fire.” “Thinking of a Place,” which clocks in at 11:11, was released
as a single off of this album. For 10 points, name this The War on Drugs album released in 2017.
A Deeper Understanding
3. In the A-ha song “To Let You Win,” one of these instruments plays in the background of the
chorus. One of these instruments plays at both the beginning and the end of the song
“Aerodynamic”. In one song, the singer claims they can tell their lover missed them due to
the look in their eyes, before telling their lover that they can ring* one of these instruments.
That song is by Anita Ward. One of the most famous songs with these instruments is Iron
Maiden’s “Hallowed be Thy Name.” For 10 points, name these instruments, which are rung at the
beginning of an AC/DC song with these instruments in the name.
Bells {Anti-prompt on specific answers}

4. Note to Players: Description Acceptable. This song was first performed due to the claim that
Gospel songs didn’t sell anymore. This song’s backing guitar was played in G. In this song,
the title event occurs the same day as a supernatural event. Shortly before the title event is
complete, this song’s narrator’s love cries for him. That love was Marie*. In this song, one
singer claims that the undead “have never seen as much food as this”. One singer claims in this
song that bones and worms are the undead’s money. For 10 points, name this song, in which a
western ballad about the title villain is contrasted with the revival of undead creatures who will
pull your hair up, but not out.
“The Day Robert Palins Murdered Me” {Prompt on partial answers; accept answers as long as
they say something along the lines of the Skeleton Song from I Think You Should Leave}
5. This album’s opener repeats the phrases “Ridin’ around town, they gon’ feel this one,” and
“Got my eyes open.” This album includes various snippets of an interview with comedian
Jerrod Carmichael. This album’s second track was released as a single, which became this
album’s artist’s highest-charting song.* In one song off of this album, the singer claims they
are a puppet because their crush controls them. In a different song off this album, the singer asks
“why the fuck your ex here” when “you invited me to breakfast.” For 10 points, name this Tyler,
the Creator album, whose title character experiences falling in love before being rejected.
IGOR
6. One song by this artist opens with a person ordering a cookie pop that’s “just my pace.”
Another song by this artist begins with a woman angrily asking “who said that?” Later in
that song by this artist, that woman states “she doesn’t believe in destiny.” Another of this
artist’s tracks opens with them repeatedly asking “where did you go?” That song, “Gettin’
my Mom On,” appears on this artist’s album HiLo*. In one song by this artist, he “doesn’t
want to bug you,” but he needs money to buy candy bars. For 10 points, name this artist that
created albums such as Pop Food and Finite Form, as well as the song “Buttercup.”
Jack Stauber
7. This region was formerly a lake that was drained through the gap of Baramulla. This region
is believed to be the source for Ptolemy’s country Kaspeiria. The region is bordered by 2 of
the largest non-polar glaciers in the world. The Jhelum Valley is home to this region’s
namesake vale. This region’s mountainous borders are divided by the Indus* River. This
region borders the Wakhan Corridor in the northwest, and Tibet in the northeast. For 10 points,
name this region in northern India that shares its name with a Led Zeppelin song that appears on
the album Physical Graffiti.
Kashmir

8. This album was created in the Pet Sounds Studio, in which the founding member of the
album’s band rented out all but one room. Robert Schneider produced this album, opting to
put off completion of the album Hooray for Tuesday. Electric guitar recordings intended to
be used for this album were scrapped due to them not fitting the theme of this album. The
cover art for this album was designed by Chris Bilheimer*, who edited a postcard that he
designed. Two of this album’s songs have lyrics that were inspired by Anne Frank’s diary. For 10
points, name this seminal Neutral Milk Hotel album that became incredibly popular amongst
audiophiles.
In the Aeroplane Over the Sea
9.

In the 2008 NBA Finals, one of this band’s songs fittingly plays in the background of a
highlight shown before a commercial break. That song opens with the verse “I woke up this
morning,” before the singer describes his morning routine, which includes “putting on some
music”. In that song, the singer closes their eyes and slips away. In one song by this band,
the singer claims “I understand about indecision, I don’t care if I get behind.”* That song is
“Peace of Mind.” One song by this band begins with a 2 and a half minute instrumental called
“Foreplay.” For 10 points, name this band, who released a self-titled album in 1976 and shares its
name with the capital of Massachusetts.
Boston

10. In one song with these things in the title, the singer claims that in order to catch one of these
things you “make a movie” and “set the tempo.” In another song with these things in the
name, a singer claims they’ll pull up with “a bad bitch who came from Sri Lanka.” In that
song with these things in the name, the singer claims that they’ll “shoot the lights out”* and
“hide til’ it’s bright out.” That lyric is sung by Bon Iver. In a widely panned verse on a song with
these things in the title, Jay-Z lists several creatures that would qualify as one of these things. In
one song with these things in the title, Rihanna claims she’s friends with one of these things that
lives under her bed. For 10 points, name these things that appear in the titles of songs by MGMT,
Kanye West, and Eminem.
Monsters {Anti-prompt on Of Birds, Moons, and Monsters; accept The Monster}

11. Note to Players: Specific Answer Required. Note to Moderators: You can accept and give full
points to anyone who sings this song as their answer. DO NOT READ THE FOLLOWING
OUT LOUD UNTIL THE END OF THE TOSSUP AND IF NECESSARY. If this tossup
goes dead, you may allow players to look up the answer and participate in a buzzer race for
a whole 5 points.
This song’s lyrics draw inspiration from the folk song Пойду выйду на улицу (poidu vyidu
na ulitsu), which translates to “I’ll go and get outside.” This song was originally composed
by Russ Landau, who incorporated various native instruments into different variations of
this song. One such instrument is the Aboriginee didgeridoo, which appears in this song’s
second iteration*. In later versions, this song gets progressively shorter each time it is played. In
2018, this song was completely excluded from the show that this song is featured on. For 10
points, name this theme song of Survivor.
Ancient Voices {Prompt on answers like Survivor theme song until it is mentioned, do not
prompt or accept partial answers}
12. In a song titled for this action, the singer claims “whatever tomorrow brings, I’ll be there.”
In that same song titled for this action, the singer will also “hold their own” and perform
this action. In a song partially titled for this action, a lady the singer sees on the street says
she wants to be a star. The singer offers in the meantime that she can perform this action*.
A song partially titled after this action repeatedly features the singer telling his homie to perform
this action slowly. That song features Paul Wall and GLC. In a Steely Dan song, the singer asks if
they can perform in Harlem. For 10 points, Rihanna demands that the listener shut up and
perform what action?
Drive {The songs clued are “Drive” by Incubus, “Drive My Car” by the Beatles, “Drive Slow”
by Kanye West, and “Midnite Cruiser” by Steely Dan}
13. Some of this musician’s side work involved playing with groups such as the Family Doggs
and Wings. Some of this musician’s first gigs were with The Nicky James Movement and the
Senators. This musician first met with a future band member while playing with the blues
group The Crawling King Snakes. Another band member first recruited this musician while
he was playing at the Three Men in a Boat pub*. This musician would frequently perform 20
minute solos on the drums when the band would play the song “Moby Dick” in concert. For 10
points, name this musician, who died in 1980 due to alcohol poisoning and who served as the
drummer for Led Zeppelin.
John Bonham

14. This band was originally a Beach Boys cover band by the name Darling, named after a
Beach Boys song. For this band’s fourth studio album, they decided to work with recording
equipment from the 1970s. For this band’s first album, they drew inspiration from the
Primal Scream album Screamadelica. Nile Rodgers* plays on this band’s highest charting
single, released in 2013. Shortly before this band released their second album, they donned
costumes that would go on to define them. That album is used as the soundtrack to the film
Interstella 5555. For 10 points, name this French house duo consisting of Thomas Bangalter and
Guy-Manuel de Homem-Christo.
Daft Punk
15. This musician was discharged from the military due to his lack of interest, including
sleeping on the job. This musician only joined the Navy because it was his only option
besides going to prison for being caught driving stolen cars. This musician formed his first
group with fellow discharged soldier Billy Cox named the King Kasuals. This musician first
found success with an eponymous “experience,”* which was an opportunity given to him by
Linda Keith and her boyfriend Keith Richards. That musician’s group released their first album in
1967, which featured tracks such as “Purple Haze” and “Foxey Lady.” For 10 points, name this
musician, one of the most influential guitarists ever, who names a chord.
Jimi Hendrix
16. In a scene where this song plays, a character claims that they don’t want to be the bad guy,
before harshly stopping another character from singing this song. In another scene, a gun
misfires, shooting a character in the shin. In one scene, two characters get into an argument
over one of the character’s use of drugs while this song plays. In one famous scene, a
character enters a room with boxes* of pizza while the rest of the characters experience
incredible chaos while this song plays. In one scene, the characters sing and dance along to this
song, much to the disbelief of one of them. For 10 points, name the following Police song, which
is frequently played in the Community episode “Remedial Chaos Theory.”
“Roxanne”
17. Before this album was created, the artist was inspired by a bootlegged tape shown to him by
Heidi Berg. Before the artist who made this album left where he created this album, he
contributed to “We Are the World.” The artist behind this album drew controversy due to a
cultural boycott* imposed on the country where this album was recorded. This album features
collaborations with the Boyoyo Boys and Lady Black Mambazo on the tracks “Gumboots” and
“Homeless,” respectively. For 10 points name this Paul Simon album recorded in South Africa,
which shares a name with a museum in Tennessee.
Graceland

Bonuses
1. A fan favorite Survivor alumnus made an appearance on Flowerboy, much to this writer’s
surprise. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Survivor player, whose most notable appearances are on the tracks “Sometimes”
and “I Ain’t Got Time!”. This player introduces himself as the host of Golf Radio and
subsequently labels a caller “Mr. Fucking Secret Agent.” Tyler, the Creator tweeted that this
player was his spirit animal.
Shane Powers
[10] Shane Powers appeared on this season of survivor. This season’s subtitle was the namesake
location where players were banished, but as a benefit were able to look for the Hidden Immunity
Idol.
Survivor: Panama, Exile Island {Accept Survivor Season 12, Survivor Panama; prompt on
Survivor}
[10] Powers was slated to return both for Survivor: South Pacific and this season, only to be
replaced last minute. This seminal 20th season of Survivor celebrated ten years of the show by
inviting 20 popular castaways who fell into two notable archetypes.
Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains {Do not prompt or accept Survivor Season 20}
2. For 10 points each, answer the following about samples and covers of Tame Impala songs.
[10] This rapper sampled “Feels Like We Only Go Backwards” in his aptly titled song
“Backwards.” This rapper is regarded as one of the best rappers in the industry due to albums
such as To Pimp a Butterfly and Section.80.
Kendrick Lamar
[10] Rihanna covered this Tame Impala song, which serves as the final track on Currents. In this
song, Kevin Parker laments his tendency to fall into old habits.
“New Person, Same Old Mistakes” {prompt on partial answers}
[10] In the song “Sundress,” A$AP Rocky samples the guitar from “Why Won’t You Make Up
Your Mind,” which appears on this debut album by Tame Impala.
Innerspeaker
3. For 10 points each, answer the following about characters created by David Bowie.
[10] Bowie burst onto the glam rock scene in 1972 under the guise of this character. This
character titled a popular album, who stars alongside the Spiders from Mars.
Ziggy Stardust
[10] Shortly after moving to the U.S., he assumed this persona. This character had a morbid
fascination with fascism, as well as a crippling cocaine addiction that Bowie claimed caused him
to give a Nazi salute out of an open-topped car.
The Thin White Duke
[10] While Bowie never performed under the guise of this character, which the song “Space
Oddity” revolved around. Peter Schilling wrote a sequel to “Space Oddity,” following up on the
story of this character.
Major Tom

4. While not frequently used in rock songs, the piano still has some notable experiences. For 10
points each:
[10] This Chicago track opens with a piano solo. In this song, the singer remembers the title day,
which he thinks was the Fourth of July.
“Saturday in the Park”
[10] (Note to moderators: you may choose to read the following out loud: The writer was too lazy
to write an actual clue for this bonus part, but two words are probably all you need): Billy Joel.
“Piano Man”
[10] One of the most notable artists to use piano in rock was this British musician. It features
prominently on tracks like “Benny and the Jets” and “I Guess That’s Why They Call It the
Blues.”
Elton John
5. Sometimes it’s hard to escape TV, even when you’re listening to the radio. For 10 points each,
answer the following about TV theme songs that were popular on the charts.
[10] “Boss of Me,” the theme of Malcolm in the Middle, is a song by this band. This band created
albums such as Miscellaneous T and John Henry.
They Might Be Giants
[10] This Rembrandts song serves as the theme song for the classic sitcom Friends. In one
mashup, Neil Cicierega combines this song with Disturbed’s “Down With the Sickness.”
“I’ll Be There for You”
[10] This notoriously harsh American Idol judge churned out great children’s themes, including
the Teletubbies and Might Morphin’ Power Rangers themes.
Simon Cowell
6. Kanye West loves collaborating with other rappers. For 10 points each:
[10] A frequent Kanye collaborator is this fellow rapper, who features Alicia Keys on his track
“Empire State of Mind.”
Jay-Z
[10] Kanye and Jay-Z collaborated on this album, released in 2011. This album’s most popular
track reveals who exactly was in Paris.
Watch the Throne
[10] Kanye worked with this artist to create the album KIDS SEE GHOSTS. Ye forms one half of
the group with the same name with this artist.
Kid Cudi

7. For 10 points each, answer the following about songs involving some bitches.
[10] The Rolling Stones song “Bitch” appears on this album. This album also features the tracks
“Wild Horses” and “Brown Sugar,” and its cover depicts a close up of the crotch of a pair of
jeans.
Sticky Fingers
[10] In a song, Kendrick Lamar implores a bitch not to perform this action. This song is the
second track on good kid, m.a.a.d. city.
Bitch, Don’t Kill My Vibe
[10] “Venice Bitch” is a track that appears on this Lana Del Ray album. This album also includes
tracks such as “Mariners Apartment Complex.”
Norman Fucking Rockwell! (Accept NFR)
8. For 10 points each, answer the following about interludes included in Tame Impala albums.
[10] This interlude, featured in The Slow Rush, begins with an outtake that jokingly claims that
cranking the bass up makes it better. It is the second to last track on the album.
“Glimmer”
[10] “Nangs,” the second track from Currents, features a dreamy soundscape, backed by Kevin
Parker Jr. looping this question.
But is there something more than that?
[10] “She Just Won’t Believe Me” is an interlude that appears on this album. Other tracks on this
album include “Keep on Lying” and “Music to Walk Home By.”
Lonerism
9. Few bands produced influential musicians at quite the same volume as the Yardbirds. For 10
points each, answer the following about famous musicians who played with the band.
[10] The first great guitarist for the Yardbirds was this musician, who frequently ditched bands to
form new ones. This musician also played for Cream and Derek and the Dominos.
Eric Clapton
[10] After Clapton’s departure, he would be replaced by this guitarist. This guitarist would go on
to form a group with Tim Bogert and Carmine Appice.
Jeff Beck
[10] Following the band’s breakup in 1969, they still had a contract to tour Scandinavia that they
had to fulfill. Guitarist Jimmy Page followed through on it, creating the New Yardbirds, who
would eventually reform into this band.
Led Zeppelin

10. After a brief introduction, James Bond films proceed on to their opening credits, typically
accompanied with some serious bangers. For 10 points each:
[10] One of the most famous Bond themes is “Live and Let Die,” which was written by this Paul
McCartney band. After the breakup of the Beatles, McCartney worked with this band, also
producing songs such as “Band on the Run.”
Wings
[10] The most recent Bond film, No Time to Die, features a song performed by this artist. This
artist frequently collaborates with her brother Finneas O’Connell.
Billie Eilish
[10] “Skyfall” was written by this British musician, who released the album 21 a year earlier in
2011. She also released the album 19 in 2009.
Adele

11. The Parents Music Resource Center created the explicit label in the 1980’s. For 10 points each:
[10] The PMRC was sponsored by this U.S. Senator. This Senator’s wife Tipper pressured him to
create the PMRC, and he served as one of the chairs of the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Education.
Al Gore
[10] Tipper Gore began to push for the creation of the PMRC after she heard her daughter singing
the lyrics to a song by this artist. This artist’s song “Darling Nikki,” which drew Gore’s ire,
appeared on this artist’s album Purple Rain.
Prince
[10] The PMRC wanted record labels to include warnings like X, V, D/A, and O, which stood for
this warning. Many heavy metal bands like Judas Priest would be subject to this warning.
Occult {The other warnings are Explicit, Violence, and Drugs/Alcohol}
12. Sometimes you just need to take a step back and breathe. Some songs are better for that than
others. For 10 points each:
[10] This band helpfully reminds you to “Breathe in the Air.” That is the second track on this
band’s album The Dark Side of the Moon, one of the most influential concept albums in history.
Pink Floyd
[10] This rapper tells the listener to “Breathe In, Breathe Out.” This rapper also not-so-gently tells
bitches to move and get out of the way.
Ludacris
[10] “Breathe Deeper” is a track on this album. This album features the song “Borderline.”
The Slow Rush.

13. For 10 points each, answer the following about the influence JRR Tolkein had on Led Zeppelin.
[10] One interpretation of the song “The Battle of Evermore” is that the song is Zeppelin’s way of
telling the story of this fictional battle. This battle takes place outside the city of Minas Tirith,
where Gondor is reinforced by the Riders of Rohan.
Battle of Pelennor Fields
[10] In one song, the singer claims he met a girl so fair in the darkest depths of Mordor. However,
the Evil One and this character crept up and slipped away with her. This character holds the One
Ring before Bilbo takes it in The Hobbit.
Gollum
[10] The singer recounts this experience in this Led Zeppelin song. This song appears on their
second album.
“Ramble On”
14. In “Once in a Lifetime,” the Talking Heads tell you many places you may find yourself. For 10
points each:
[10] You may find yourself behind the wheel of one of these things. You may in fact tell yourself
that this thing is not yours.
Large Automobile
[10] You may find yourself in a house that is described with this adjective. You may find yourself
with a wife who is described with this adjective as well.
Beautiful
[10] In quite the contrast, you may yourself in one of these locations. In the song, this location is
described with the word “shotgun.”
Shack
15. For 10 points each, name some of the artists who collaborated with Santana on the album
Supernatural.
[10] This artist provides the vocals on the track “Smooth.” This artist released the songs “Lonely
No More” and “Little Wonders.”
Rob Thomas
[10] This artist appears on the track “Do You Like the Way” along with Cee-Lo Green. This artist
released an album about her “miseducation.”
Ms. Lauryn Hill
[10] Dave Matthews appears on this track alongside Carter Beauford. He claims that “where you
are is where I want to be.”
“Love of My Life”

16. Daft Punk is one of the premiere bands when it comes to sampling. For 10 points each:
[10] Edwin Birdsong’s “Cola Bottle Baby” is sampled on this Daft Punk track. Kanye West
samples this song in his track “Stronger.”
“Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger”
[10] “Superheroes” samples the song “Who’s Been Sleeping in My Bed,” a song by this artist.
This artist also created tracks like “I Write the Songs” and “Could It Be Magic.”
Barry Manilow
[10] “One More Time” samples this Eddie Johns song. After “One More Time” was released, a
rumor spread that Daft Punk did not clear the sample of this song.
“More Spell on You”

